
decre ased absences (128) ,  led to incre ased
concern with costs (129), decreased turnover (192),
produced more inventive solutions in problem-
solving situations (125), and increased the accuracy
of performance ratings (117). All this is clearly, one
m igh t th ink ,  an argumen t for the  use  o f the
participative style in industry. There is a sequel to
the Coch and French study, however.

J.R.P. FRENCH, Jr. et al

In 1960, French and two associated (68) published
an experiment designed to “repeat the Coch and
French exper iment pub l ished in 1948 and to
…d iscover whe ther the  genera l resu l ts …
conducted in the United States will hold in a different
culture (Norway)”. A key finding determined that:
“There was no difference between the (Norwegian)
groups in the level of production”. So, while in the
first experiment the participatory style led to higher
productivity, it had no effect in another experiment.
These results could be explained, in large part, by
the extent to which Norwegian workers accept
participation. The effects of participation or of any
other style probably depends, to a large degree,
on the workers’ expectations about how they should
be  tre a t ed and wha t  change  in behav ior or
production they will willingly make for being treated
differently. Some would welcome participation but
others would not. Such differences can be found to
exist in two adjacent factories, two departments in
the same firm, or even two immediate subordinates.

Vromm (184) found that those individuals with
a high need for independence were more motivated
and better satisfied under participative supervision
than those individuals rated low in independence
needs. He also found that individuals with a high
score on “authoritarianism” tended to be less
satisfied and less motivated under participation. A
similar finding was reported by Tannenbaum (178).
He found that dependent subordinates reacted
negatively to an increase in participation. It would
appear that managers who truly value the individual

Managers who want to become more effective will
be concerned with the answers to the following
questions: Is one style more effective than others?
Can any style be effective in certain situations? Is
there one perfect style, or is style flexibility the key?

A great deal of effectiveness research has
been conducted by these and other psychologists:
L. Coch and J.R.P. French Jr. et al; R.C. Anderson;
S.S. Sales; E.A. Fleishman and D.R. Peters; and
A.K. Korman.  The conclusion that emerges strongly
from their research is that no single style is naturally
more effective than others. Effectiveness depends
on a style’s appropriateness to the situation in which
it is used.

L. COCH and J.R.P. FRENCH, Jr.

In 1948, L. Coch and J .R.P. French, Jr. (40)
publ ished a we l l-designed and we l l-executed
exper imen t  in the  use  o f  the  par t ic ipa tory
management style. The experiment was conducted
in a southern United States pajama factory and
involved women on four production lines. Whose
output was measured before and after a change
had been introduced. One of the production lines
was allowed to participate fully in matters relating to
the proposed change, two other lines participated
through a representative group of workers, and one
line had no particular involvement or participation
in the change at all.

The results were dramatic. On the three lines
which part icipa ted, output climbed rapidly and
became stabilized at around 70 units per hour. On
the one line which was not consulted at all, output
fell rapidly and became stabilized at around 50 units
per hour. In this experiment, up to 40 percent higher
production was recorded and was apparently due
to the use of a high degree of participation.

As th is par t icu lar study shows ,  genu ine
participation can work. Other studies show that
part icipa t ion has incre ased product ion (116) ,

3D- THEORY *

ã  W.J. Reddin
* This is Chapter  4 of the book "Managerial Effectiveness" by  W. J. Reddin.
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will recognize individual differences and thus not
use a participatory approach on those who do not
want it.

R.C. ANDERSON

An important review by R.C . Anderson (4) has
thrown l igh t on a  cen tra l stumb l ing b lock in
leadership studies. He reviewed 49 studies in which
authoritarian and democratic leadership have been
experimenta l ly compared. As his purpose , he
writes: “Experimental studies in which authoritarian
leadership has been compared with democratic
leadership will be reviewed... questions will be
asked of this research... Is there sufficient evidence
that one of these two styles of leadership is more
e ffect ive?” As his conclusion, he writes: “The
evidence available fails to demonstrate that either
authoritarian or democratic leadership is consistently
assoc i a t ed w i th h igher produc t iv i ty” .  He
demonstrates that the old “either – or” leadership
approaches suggested by such terms as:
AUTOCRAT VERSUS DEMOCRAT

DIRECTIVE VERSUS NONDIRECTIVE

SUPERVISORY VERSUS PARTICIPATORY

BOSS-CENTERED VERSUS EMPLOYEE CENTERED

are not use ful ways of descr ibing le adership
behavior and that, in any case, one type of behavior
is not generally more effective than the other.

S.S. SALES and OTHERS

In 1966 S. S. Sales (168) published his independent
review of the major investigations in the autocratic-
democra t ic litera ture . He concluded tha t: “the
hypothesis that democratic supervision will evoke
greater effort from employees than will autocratic
supervision cannot truly be e ither supported or
rejected.”

The fact that high relationships is not always
the key is further supported by Dunteman y Bass
(51) who found that what they called task-oriented
supervisors are rated as more effective supervisors
that those who are interaction-oriented, which is
similar to RO. Patchen (159) reported that close
supervision and pressure for efficiency tend to
increase group performance when the supervisor

has power, as evidenced by being the source of
rewards and by “going to bat for them”. Patchen
believes that close supervision may be seen by
subordinates as proof of an interest in their welfare.

However, many formal studies show that Task
Orientation (TO) almost always seems to need a little
leavening with some Relationships Orientation (RO).
If not, the high TO manager is seen as being little
more than a hard-driving taskmaster. Studies are
almost consistent in showing that the threatening-
pun ish ing super ior w i l l produce  e i ther low er
productivity and satisfaction or both (146, 9 and 44).

E.A. FLEISHMAN and D.R. PETERS

E.A. Fleishman and D.R. Peters (58) studied 39
managers between line foreman and plant manager
in the continuous production operation of a soap
and de t ergen t  process .  The  manager ’s
effectiveness rating was based on an evaluation
by their own superiors. Their management style was
measured by a sophist ica tedd test. The ma jor
conclusions of the study were that “there is an
absence  o f  re l a t ionsh ip be tw e en l e adersh ip
attitudes and rated effectiveness... No particular
combination of structure and consideration attitudes
was predictive of effectiveness ratings”.

A.K. KORMAN

The leading study for our purposes is that of A.K.
Korman (115). In 1966 he published the most
comprehensive review made so far os 25 key
l e adersh ip s tud i es conduc t ed by tra ined
psychologists. He did not go about it casually: “All
those journals which would be expected to carry
research of this nature were examined... and private
correspondence  w as engaged in w i th those
psychologists who are prominently associated with
rese arch . . .  in order to uncover unpub l ished
studies…”

He looked for those studies which investigated
the relationship between a manager’s use of initiating
stgructure and consideration and his effectiveness.
(Initiating structure and consideration are similar to
TO and RO). The many psychologists involved in
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the chosen studies used a variety of effectiveness
yards t icks such as produc t iv i ty,  sa l ary,  and
performance under stress.

He concluded that “At the current time we
cannot even say whe ther they {Structure and
Considera t ion] have any predict ive e f f iciency
(bearing on effectiveness) ... of ‘Consideration’ and
‘Initiating Structure’.” This means, simply, that Korman
was unable to find any evidence that suggested
one style was generally better than another. Naturally
enough some  ind iv idua l s tud i es d id show
relationships, but when all were taken together, as
much evidence was found on one side as on the
other. It appears, then, that since situations vary, so
must management style. Numerous findings and
common sense support this position.

THERE IS NO IDEAL STYLE

All this research suggests strongly that the notion
of a single ideal style is not sound and, therefore,
not useful. There is no consistent evidence that one
style is generally more effective than the other. To
suggest that there is, is to make what the social
scientists call the normative error, that is, to suggest
that one thing is better than another based only on
what one prefers to believe rather than on what the
evidence suggests.

Managers must say farewell to the manager
who picks up a single behavioral theory at a seminar
and spends the next few years chanting: “Let us all
bewcome like I became”, and who changes no one
in the process. The theorist on whose theory the
seminar design was based certa inly hoped he
would not become that rigid. Management is too
complex to be encapsulated by a single belief. Over
the centuries, a rigid ideology has always been
attractive and exciting in the short run, but in the
long run, it causes wars. We need fewer of the “true
believers” that Eric Hoffer (90) described so well.
We need rationality and objectivity instead.

Managerial training must aima at style flexibility,
rather than at style rigidity –not even at a rigid ideal
style. It is true, of course, that ideal styles do have
some kind of magic to them, and they provide a

convenient flag to rally the faithful around. This,
though, appears to be shaky ground on which to
base programs of organizational change and of
managerial effectiveness.

Some managers have le arned tha t to be
e f f ec t ive  they mus t  some t imes cre a t e  an
atmosphere which will induce self-motivation among
their subordinates and sometimes act in ways that
appear either hard or soft. At other times, they must
quietly efface themselves for a while and appear to
do nothing. It would seem more accurate to say,
then, that any basic style may be used more or
less effectively, depending on the situation.

Styles are best seen in re lation to specific
situations. Any style has a situation appropriate to
it, and many situations inappropriate to it. The fact
that styles are best seen as being embedded in
situations can be represented in a way shown in
Exhibit 4.1. The added third dimension could be
labeled “appropriateness of style to situation”. As
this appropriateness results in effectiveness, “E” for
short, this term is used instead. Thus, the more
appropriate style and the more effective style mean
the same thing.

Exhibit  4-1. Styles are embedded in situations. Basic styles are
used in situations which are inappropriate or appropriate to them.

Related

Separated Dedicated

Integrated

Appropriate
Situations

RO

TO
E

Inappropriate
Situations
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EIGHT MANAGERIAL STYLES

Any basic style then may be more effective or less effective depending on the particular situation in which
it is used. Each basic style has its more effective and less effective counterpart, as demonstrated in Exhibit
4.2.

Exhibit 4-2  The 3-D style model. The complete 3-D style model consists of four basic styles, four more effective managerial styles, and
four less effective managerial styles.

The front of the diagram is the plane of less
effectiveness, the middle is the basic-style plane,
and the back is the plane of more effectiveness.
The eight styles which reflect the effectiveness level
are called managerial styles to distinguish them from
the four basic styles. The two basic dimensions are
still TO and RO. The third dimension is managerial
effectiveness (E), or the extent to which a manager
achieves the output requirements of his position.

The vital distinction between the more effective
and less effective styles does not lie in managerial

behavior expressed in terms of TO and RO. Any
amounts of e i ther or both do not guarant e e
effectiveness.

E f f ec t iveness resu l ts from a  s ty l e ’s
appropriateness to the situation in which it is used.
Thus the dedicated basic style , when inappro-
pr i a t e ly used ,  is perce ived as and ca l l ed
AUTOCRAT, and when appropria te ly used, it is
perceived as and called BENEVOLENT AUTOCRAT.
The less effective and more effective versions of
the basic styles are shown in the following table:

WHEN USED INAPPROPIATELY WHEN USED APPROPIATELY
AND THEREFORE LESS       AND THEREFORE MORE
EFFECTIVELY BASIC  STYLE                     EFFECTIVELY

DESERTER SEPARATED BUREAUCRAT
MISSIONARY RELATED DEVELOPER

AUTOCRAT DEDICATED BENEVOLENT AUTOCRAT
COMPROMISER INTEGRATED EXECUTIVE

Deve loper Executive

Benevolent
Autocrat

Bureaucrat

Separated Dedicated

RO

Missionary

Deserter

TO

E

Autocrat

Compromiser

Related Integrated
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The eight  managerial styles may be represented
alone on a 3-D model (Exhibit 4.3) and they are
defined in this way:

Exhibit 4-3. The 3-D managerial-style model. The middle plane
may be omitted once the basic style concept is
understood.

EXECUTIVE: A manager who is using a high Task
Orientation and a high Relationships Orientation in
a situation where such behavior is appropriate and
who is, therefore, more effective; perceived as a
good motivating force and manager sho sets high
standards, treats everyone somewhat differently,
and prefers team management.

COMPROMISER: A manager who is using a high
Task Or i en t a t ion and a  h igh Re l a t ionsh ips
Orienta tion in a situa tion tha t requires a high
orientation to only one or ne ither and who is,
therefore , less effective; perce ived as be ing a
poor decision maker, as one who allows various
pressures in the situation to influence him too much,
and as avoiding or minimizing immediate pressures
and problems rather than maximizing long-term
production.

BENEVOLENT AUTOCRAT: A manager who is using
a high Task Orientation and a low Relationships
Orientation in a situation where such behavior is
appropriate and who is, therefore, more effective;
perceived as knowing what he wants and how to
get it without creating resentment.

AUTOCRAT: A manager who is using a high Task
Orientation and a low Relationships Orientation in

a situation where such behavior is inappropriate
and who is, therefore, less effective; perceived
as having no confidence in others, as unpleasant,
and as interested only in the immediate task.

DEVELOPER: A manager who is using a  h igh
Relationships Orientation and a low Task Orientation
in a situation where such behavior is appropriate
and who is, therefore, more effective; perceived
as having implicit trust in people and as be ing
pr imar i ly concerned w ith deve loping them as
individuals.

MISSIONARY: A manager who is using a high
Relationships Orientation and a low Task Orientation
in a situation where such behavior is inappropriate
and who is, therefore, less effective; perceived
as being primarily interested in harmony.

BUREAUCRAT: A manager who is using a low Task
Orientation and a low Relationships Orientation in a
situation where such behaviour is appropriate and
who is, therefore , more effective; perce ived as
being primarily interested in rules and procedures
for their own sake, as wanting to control the situation
by their use, and as conscientious.

DESERTER: A manager who is using a low Task
Orientation and a low Relationships Orientation in
a situation where such behavior is inappropriate
and who is, therefore, less effective; perceived
as uninvolved and passive or negative.

WHAT IS IN A NAME?

The eight managerial-style labels were deliberately
chosen as strong stuff, and each suggests that the
style is good or poor. This greatly facilitates the
model’s use in training. For university teaching,
research, and other settings, style valences are
used instead. DEVELOPER becomes  RELATED (+),
MISSIONARY becomes RELATED (-), AUTOCRAT becomes
DEDICATED (-), and so on.

Certain of the eight style labels such as deserter
and autocrat will jar some readers. They were
selected to do this because their main use is on
training courses.

Missionary

Deserter Autocrat

Compromiser

Deve loper Executive

 Benevolent
Autocrat

Bureaucrat

RO

TO

E
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As f ar as 3-D is concerned , these  thre e  are
equivalent:

SEPARATED (-)
Using the separated style inappropriately

DESERTER

For scientific work SEPARATED (-) tends to be
used; in conversation “using the separated style
inappropriate ly” is often used instead; while in
training courses DESERTER is the most common.
For training purposes the strong labels make the
point clearly. Autocrat is the best example. One or
two such as missionary admittedly are open to a
variety of interpretations, but not if the concept is
fully understood and the definition of it is available.
If any reader finds that he has trouble with a style
label he is welcome to change it for his purposes.
It is the idea not the name that is important.

MANAGERIAL STYLES ARE 3 DIMENSIONAL

Styles themselves represent fairly wide ranges of
behavior. Any of the eight managerial styles may
represent more or less TO, RO, or E.  Exhibit 4.4
shows the compromiser style as it really is: not a
point but rather a range of behavior.

HOW THE THIRD DIMENSION WORKS

A manager may move along the third dimension of
effectiveness by matching his basic style to the
needs of the situation. it is quite possible and
reasonable for behavior labeled DESERTER in one
situation to be labeled BUREAUCRAT in another.

Manageria l style , w ith its connota t ions of
effectiveness, simply cannot be defined solely with
reference to behaviour. It always must be defined
with reference to the demands of the situation. When
an assessment is made of managerial style, two
things must be considered. One is the behavior
actually being used, expressed in TO and RO, and
the other is the demands of the situation in which it
is used. If one of the less effective style labels
should be used to describe the situation. If the
behavior is appropriate to the situation, one of the
more  e f f ec t ive  s ty l e  l abe l is used ins t e ad .
Managerial-style assessment thus includes what is
a frequently unconscious assessment of the needs
of the situation as well as the conscious assessment
of behavior.

This twofold assessment is captured beautifully
by such express ions as “I am f irm; you are
obst ina te ; he is pighe aded” . The “ant ics w ith
semantics” quips of Sydned J. Harris which appear
in many North American daily newspapers get to
the heart of the matter. He continually demonstrates
that we judge not behavior alone but its impact on
us and our personal feelings about it. For instance:
I am “pragmatic”; you are “opportunistic”; he is
“Machiavellian”. Or, I express “ancient truths”; you
express “received wisdom”; he expresses “stable
platitudes”. Or, I am “impartial”; you are a “fence-
sitter”; he is a “straddler”.

What some see as resilient, others see as rigid.
They all may observe identical behavior yet evaluate
it quite differently. The best explanations of these
differences is in terms of the perceptions about what
the situation demands. If we think that that particular
behavior is appropriate to the situation, then we will
give it a positive, more effective label, and vice-
versa.

Exhibit 4-4. Styles are 3-dimensional. Styles are not narrow
concepts. Each managerial style, such as the
COMPROMISER shaded here , includes a wide
variety of behavior and range of effectiveness.

Related

Separated Dedicated

Integrated

RO

E

Benevolent
Autocra t

Bureaucrat

E x e cu t iv eDeve loper

Deserter

CompromiserMissionary

Autocra t

TO
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LABELS ARE JUDGEMENTS ABOUT
EFFECTIVENESS

This list has positive, more effective labels on the
left and negative, less effective ones on the right.

STYLE OR SITUATION?
MORE EFFECTIVE LESS EFFECTIVE

Warm-hearted Sentimental
F lexible Weak-minded
Dignified Pompous
Firm Rigid
Businesslike Brusque
Conservative Reactionary
Progressive Left-wing
Sensitive Soft
Dynamic Overbearing

Both labe ls on any line could refer to identica l
behavior. The left-hand label is typically used when
the behavior is seen as appropriate; the right-hand
l abe  is used when the  behav ior is se en as
inappropriate. This underlines what actually occurs
when an evaluation of effectiveness is being made.
The behavior and situation are considered together.
If they match and the style is seen as appropriate,
the more effective labe is applied. If they do not,
then the less effective label is applied.

As a simple example, a man that yells, “Every-
body out”, in burning theater would be labe led
BENEVOLENT AUTOCRAT. Precisely the same comment
used to close an office or restaurant for the night
might be labeled “authocratic”. Managerial-style
l abe ls ind ica t e  perce ived appopr i a t eness o f
behavior as well as actual behavior style. This is a
key featureof the 3-D Theory which distinguishes it
from most other approaches.

To take another case, one might point out  that
many managerial jobs are purely administrative.
They consist, essentially, of taking documents from
an in-tray, applying a few decision rules to them,
and placing them in an out-tray.Often, the quantity
of work coming to the in-tray is not within the control
of the administra tor, and he has only nomina l
subordinates, perhaps with similar pieces of paper

going from his out-tray to their in-tray. What style is
requ ired or even de manded for th is work?
Obviously, separated behavior is ideal. A manager
who could use separated behavior in this job would
be labeled BUREAUCRAT.

Suppose a sales manageror general foreman
behaved this way. They might be percived as
“deserter” since a separated behavior in most works
of their kind is highly innapropiate. Thus identical
behavior, as represented by the separated style,
is effective in some jobs but not in others. It is clear
from all this that a manager must know about, and
the 3-d Theory must have a lot to say about, sizing
up situation and about increasing style flexibility so
that the right style can be used

EXTENDING THE USEFULNESS
OF STYLE LABELS

All eight managerial-style labels have been found
to be useful in describing managerila behavior.
Some additional concepts enable an even more
comprehensive descr ipt ion to made , such as
dominant style, supporting style, and overrejected
style. Any one of these three concepts can refer to
either basic or managerial. Thus, when assessing
a manger on them, only one of either basic- or
managerial-style sets of labels should be used.

DOMINANT STYLE

A manager’s dominant style is the single managerial
or basic style he most frequently uses. Any of the
eight managerial styles or four basic styles may be
a dominant style.

For some managers, the dominant style is very
easy to detect as it is used very often. For other
managers, it may be only slightly dominant and thus
is difficult to identify without close observation and
careful analysis over a long period of time. Dominant
styles are most clearly displayed when either a
manager’s TO or RO is very high or very low.

Some managerial situations require a manager
to use two dominant styles in different parts of the
job. He may, for example, be dealing with salesman
and costumers, or scientists and clerical workers.
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SUPPORTING STYLE

A manager’s support ing style is the basic or
managerial style next most frequently used after his
dominant style. Any style may be a supporting style
to any dominant style although some dominant-
supporting combinations may occur more often than
others.

OVERREJECTED STYLE

An overrejected style is a single basic or managerial
style which a manager uses far less frequently than
does the average manager.

Overre ject ion is desirable when the over-
rejected style is less efective. Some managers,

however, overreject such styles as DEVELOPER or
B E N E V O L E NT AUTO C RAT .  An unw i l l ingness or
incapacity to use either of them when the situation
requires it would lead to a loss of effectiveness.

MANAGERIAL-STYLE POINT

As with the TO and RO scales, the E scale runs
from 0 to 4. Zero is no effectiveness ; 4 is maximum
effectiveness.

Like the basic-style point, the managerial-style
point (MSP) provides a numerical assessment of
style behavior. Three numbers are used to represent
TO, RO, and E. The scale for each number is from
0 to 4. An MSP of 1.0,1.0, 1.0 would be DESERTER.
An MSP of 1.0, 3.0, 4.0 would be DEVELOPER.
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